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The introduction of modern physics: 
overcoming a deformed vision of science 
D. Gil and J. So/bes, Department de Didiictica de les Ciimcies Experimentals, 
Universitat de Valencia, Spain 
In this paper, we try to show initially that modero physics is usually introduced in high schonl curricula 
without reference to the difficultics of classical physics, simply juxtaposing thc two pnadigms or even 
mixing them u p. As a result, serious misconceptions arise. We then present another way of introducing 
modero physics, based on a comtructivist view of sciencc lcarning, and give sorne results obtained with 
the new materials. 
Introduction 
Severa! authors (Gil1983, Hodson 1985, 1988, Millar and Driver 1987) ha ve shown 
that science teaching is givíng pupils and students an incorrect and simplistic image 
of science. This is marked by cmpiricism, but with an absence of its most relcvant 
aspects, such as hypothesis-fonning or experimental design. In this approach, the 
contributions of the epistemology during the last three decadcs (e.g., by Popper, 
Feyerabend, Kuhn, Lakatos and Toulmin) are largely bypassed. In our opinion, 
there is another cause of misunderstanding of the nature of science arising from the 
usual science teaching: this 1s the simple accumulative way of introducing knowledge 
whilst ignoring the search for any coherence of sciencc, i.e., ignoring the importance 
of paradigms which guide thc construction of new knowlcdge un ti! insurmountable 
difficultics produce a theoretical rcvolution and the emergencc of a new paradigm. In 
fact, it has bctn shown repeatedly that classical physics is introduccd without taking 
into account pupils' preconceptions, i.c., the ideas that have to be displaced in the 
teaching of classica\ physics (Viennot 1976, Posner et al. 1982, :VIcDermott 1984, Gil 
and Carrascosa 1985, Hashewh 1986). 
We shall try to show in this paper that modero physics is usually introduced by 
high school curricula without reference to the difficulties of classical physics, either 
juxtaposing both paradigms or even mixing them up. This gives rise to serious 
misconceptions. We shall then present another way of introducing modero physics; 
this is based on a constructivist view of science learning. Finally, we shall show sorne 
results obtained with the new approach. 
Modern physics in high school curricula: a critica! analysis 
\\'ith the purpose of showing how modero physics is introduced at the high schoo\ 
leve! and what the underlying image of science is, we have recently analysed a sample 
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of 42 Spanish textbooks of physics. This led us to conclude that the majority of these 
texts-between 83 and 95%, to be precise-does not make any reference to: 
• the non-linear character of the development of physics; 
• the difficulties which originated the crisis of classical physics; and 
• the deep conceptual differences between classical and modern physics. 
As a result, modern physics is introduccd in a very simplistic way which gives rise to 
serious errors (Lehnnan 1982, Garcia-Castañeda 1985). In fact, high percentages of 
these texts (between 68 and 79%): 
• interpret Einstein's equation E=mc2 as an expression of mass/energy 
transformations (this error has also been detected in us univcrsity texts 
[Lehrman 1982J, in spite of the critica! analysis already published [Warren 
1976]); 
• reduce the corpuscle/wave duality to only the undulatory or the corpuscular 
aspect; 
• explain the quantum indetermination as a lack of.precision of instruments oras 
a random conscquence; 
• give a simplistic view of elementary particles as ultimate 'bricks' of matter 
without interna! structure. 
Wc also administered a questionnaire to 63 practising high school teachers, asking 
them about criteria and ways of introducing modern physics. Only 12% ofthe replies 
received rcferred to the neccssity of starting with the problems relating to classical 
physics or to giving stress to thc differences betwcen the classical and thc modern 
physics paradigms (or to any other approach which did not involve a mere 
'accumulative' áníêoduúKWíáon=of modern physics). ú=
Given the widespread use of the accumulative form of introducing modern 
physics, we must expect the pupils' understanding of the main fea tu res of the new 
paradigm to be very poor. In fact, a questionnaire given by us to 536 pupils aged 
16-18 has shown that: 
(a) between SS and 93% of the pupils ignore the existence of a crisis in the 
deYelopment of classical physics and are not capable of mentioning a single 
problem associated with this crisis or a difference between modcrn and 
classical physics; 
(b) between 83 and 93% of pupils ha ve deep misunderstandmgs about questions 
such as the limit character of the speed of light, the particleh-vave duality, etc. 
Further analyscs conducted by us suggest that this unsatisfactory state is largcly 
attributable to very incorrect ways of introducing modern physics. This is a serious 
situation because it produces an incorrect undcrstanding not only of modern 
physics, but also of classical physics, by not clarifying the limits of validity of the 
latter and the diffcrences between both paradigms. 
A constructivist approach 
In our opinion, the results mcntioncd in the foregoing paragraph are not dueto the 
special difficulty of modern physics, but mainly toan incorrect teaching orientation 
which also affects classical physics. 
Research into pupils' difficulties in the meaningful learning of many physics 
concepts has shown that pupils possess alternative conceptual frameworks which 
constitute, somehow, an 'intuitive physics' that is associated with an approach to 
problems based on 'common-sense evidence'. Such evidence is usually uncritically 
accepted and generalized (Gil and Carrascosa 1985). The meaningfullearníng ofthe 
basic concepts of physics would demand not only a deep conceptual change (Posner 
et al. 1982) but also a methodological and epistemological change (Gil and 
Carrascosa 1985, 1990, Hashewh 1986) in the way of approaching problems-
questioning 'common-sense evidence', thinking in terms of hypotheses, etc.-
similar to that which took place with the construction of classical physics. 
We could similarly suppose that pupils' difficulties in learning modern physics 
have an epistemological origin; that is to say, they come from an ignorance of the 
deep conceptual revolution that the emergence ofthe new paradigm constitutes. Any 
meaningful learning of the few elements of modern physics introduced in high 
school would then be obstructed by the linear, accumulative view presented. In 
brief: modern physics was constructed against the classical paradigm, and its 
meaningful learning would demand a similar approach. 
It should, therefore, be relatively easy to obtain sensible improvements in pupils' 
learning, by using materials designed according to the constructivist model of 
science learning in a perspective of conceptual and methodological change. With this 
orientation, which takes into account both the pupils' conceptual frameworks and 
their methodologícal habits, it is possible to give a deeper and richer view of science 
and to make possible the conceptual cbanges which take place from 'common-sense 
physics' to the classical paradigm and from this to modern physics. 
Th1s approach demands, in particular, that we replace the traditional teaching/ 
learning orientation, which places emphasis on the simple transmission/reception of 
knowledge, by a currículum approach which involves the learners in acti'vities and 
exposes them to problematical situations through which the knowledge can be 
(re)constructed by pupils (Driver and Oldham 1986, Hodson 1988, Wheatley 1991 ). 
\Ve shall describe in the next section an attempt at dcvcloping a suitable 
programme of activities for the introduction of modern physics, but first wc shall set 
out vcry bríefly sorne characteristics ofwhat we calla programme of activities and the 
way of using this in thc classroom (Gil et al. 1991 ). 
The use of a programme of activities tries to favour collective work, by dividing 
the class into small groups. Each activity is worked un by each group, and the teacher 
then runs the interchanges between the groups and with the scicntific community 
(represented by the teacher himself, the books and documents he can produce ... ). 
In this way, it is possible to stress the nature of science as a social construction 
(Solomon 1987, Wheatley 1991) without trivializing this construction: pupils must 
not believe, for instance, that an experiment done only by them can verify a 
hypothesis (Hodson 1985); the scientific community is, of course, much more 
exigen t. But the teacher can help the small groups to place their \York in the context 
of what scicntists ha ve done in more rigorous conditions. 
It is nota question of displacing the transmission ofknowledge by an impossible 
autonomous, isolated construction: in sorne sense the status of the small groups is 
that of 'novice researchers' working in a domain vcry well known by their 'lab 
director' (the teacher). It is the teacher (or better, the teachers' team) who prepares 
carefully the work to be done (the activities) and who reformulates and synthesizes 
the contribution of small groups, introducing, if necessary, other pieces of 
information. In this way, the construcrivist approach we envisage placea pupils far 
from both the mere reception of knowledge and the simplistic 'learning by 
autonomous discovery', correctly criticized by a range of authors (Ausubel 1968, Gil 
1983, Hodson 1985, 1988, Millar and Driver 1987). 
A programme of activities for the introduction of modero physics 
According to the constructivist orientation that we ha ve just summarized, we have 
designed a programme of activities to put pupils in a situation of (re)constructing 
knowledge and, at the same time, of getting acquainted with sorne characteristics of 
the scientific approach. 
This programme was conceived basica\ly to show the limits of classical physics 
which constitutes, without any doubt, the core of the physics introduced in high 
schools. To this end, the programme begins with an activity which asks pupils tu 
make a summary of classical physics in order to elicit the image uf matter given by 
this paradigm, its main contributions (the powerful, eoherent body of knowledge 
built up) and also sorne ofthe 'small' problems not solved by it. This review makes 
pupils remember that classical physics was constructed against another view, i.e. the 
'common-sense physics' which had been incapable of solving many relevant 
problems. So, pupils are better prepared to understand that the difficulties appearing 
in the classical pradigm could-if not solved-originate a new crisis. 
lt is not possible to describe here the full programme (Solbes 1986) and wc shall 
prcsent, and comment on, only sorne activities, begmning with thc four activities 
which constitute the introduction of the programme: 
' A.t. Review sume uf the main contributions (including its technical applications) of 
what is known as classical physics (i.e., the physics constructed from, let us say, Galileo 
to .:Vtaxwell). 
A.2. Elicit the image uf matter associated with classical physics (particularly which 
ideas about space, time, corpuscles and radiation are sustained). 
A.3. Recagnize that physics arase fram what is known as 'cummun-sense phys1cs' 
which could not salve certain relevant problems. Recognize, at the same time, that the 
theses of the pre-Galilean physics were displaced hy the new classical paradigm. 
A.4. Realize that classical physics managed ta explain practically all the known 
phenomena and became a coherent budy ufknuwledge which failed in explaininganly a 
very few prublems. Enumerate sorne of these unsolved problems. 
This last activity helps pupils to remember the problems (convenicntly enhanced by 
the teacher when first encountered) posed by continuous and discontinuous spectra, 
the photoelectric effect, or the difficulties in proving the existence of a reference 
system in absolute rest. Thu study of this last problem · through new activities-
makes pupils conceive of experiments similar to those of ::\tlichelson and l\1orley. V.' e 
propose then the analysis, by the pupils, uf the results obtained in these experiments. 
This forces them to question the existence of an absolute space andan absolute time-
scale. It is convenient to point out the high mcthodological value of this critica! 
analysis, done initially by Einstein, of the implicit assumptions of classical 
mechanics: implicit assumptions- because they are accepted as obvious, eluding any 
analysis-constitute one of the main difficultics in the development of science. Once 
the relativity of time and space intervals for different observers are accepted as 
hypotheses, pupils can derive quite easily the variations of space, time and mass with 
the speed and the mass-energy relationship. It is necessary, of course, tu avoid the 
misconception of the supposed mass-energy conversion (Warren 1976, Lehrman 
1982). 
For the introduction of quantum physics, our programme starts with the 
diffi.culties in explaining the photoelectric effect: predictions based on Maxwell's 
conceptions of radiation are falsified by experiments. W e pro pose, then, this activity: 
Suggest a new hypothesis about the distributian of radiant energy ta explain why- as we 
have seen-if rhe light frequency is above a certain value, it is possible to liberate 
e\ectrons from an il\uminated metallic surface, while no electrons are freed belaw this 
frequency value, even with a vcry high light intensity (that is to say, even if much light 
arrives at the surface). 
This activity helps pupils to conceive the quantum hypothesis and makes it possible 
to obtain thereafter Einstein's equation for the photoelectric effect. We refer once 
again to other published materials for the complete description of this programme of 
activities (Solbes 1986). Let us add that, after this ad hoc introduction of the 
quantum hypothesis, other activities help pupils to conceive De Broglie's hypothesis 
of the particle-wave duality of matter and reach a completely different view of the 
behaviour of matter (including the introduction of the uncertainty principie, 
associated with the wave character of matter). 
The last activities are designed to review the most outstanding differences 
between the classical and the quantum views and to enhance the contributions of 
modero physics to the scientific and technical development uf the 20th century. 
This programme uf activities has been used with many high schoul students since 
1982, and an experimental study has recently been undertaken to verify the 
possibility of clear improvements in meaningfullearoing of modero physics. 
To this end, one of the authors of this paper has taught 180 pupils (aged 16--1 S), 
using the complete programme of activities elaboratcd for thc introduction of 
modcrn physics. Two other teachers ha ve u sed a shorter version of the programme in 
arder to see whether, even with brief utilization, the new teaching orientation could 
produce a clear improvement in pupils' understanding. A full description of this 
experiment has been given by Solbes (1986). 
Sorne results 
The results obtained with the experimental groups show, as expected, a very clear 
improvement of pupils' understanding. Only a small percentage (between 8 and 
31 %) of the pupils who were exposed to the programme of activities ignored -at the 
end of the course- the existence uf a crisis in the development of physics and sorne of 
the problems which caused the crisis of classical physics, or any difference between 
classical and modero physics. E ven with a shortened version of the programme of 
activities, the percentages remained at between 26 and 45%, whereas for non-
experimental groups these pcrcentages reached between 85 and 94%. 
Of the pupils exposed to the programme of activities, only one-third showed 
misconceptions about the mass/energy relationship, the particle/wave duality and 
the uncertainty principie, etc. For the control groups, corresponding figure !ay 
between 83 and 93%. 
W e can conclude from these great differences between the experimental and 
control groups that the customary serious misunderstanding of modero physics 
(and, in general, of physics development) shown by pupils are not dueto the special 
difficulty of modern physics but chiefty to incorrect teaching Orientations. 
The results obtained allow us to put forward the following conclusions (which are in 
agreement with our initial hypotheses): 
1. High school teachers and textbooks transmit an incorrect image of science, 
which ignores the existence of crises and paradigm shifts. The introduction of 
topics of modero physics, in particular, takes place without reference to its 
essential novelty orto the main differences between the classical and the new 
paradigm. A suitable occasion for showing the richness of the development of 
science and the importance of science revolutions is thus wasted. 
2. As a result of this orientation, pupils develop a very confused view of the 
evolution of scientific knowlcdge and show serious misconceptions of modern 
physics topics. 
3. It is relatively easy to give a more correct view of physics - and particular! y of 
modero physics- with a constructivist approach in which programmes of 
activities are used that aim at producing in pupils a conceptual change similar 
to the historical change of paradigm. 
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Science education in the new South Africa: 
reftections and visions 
Michael Kahn and Marissa Rollnick, University of Witwatersrand, 
South Africa 
This paper examines different models of scicnce education and thetr re!evancc for the Suuth African 
context. The authors draw on theirextensive experience in other independent Southcrn African countries 
to exanune case studies on thc post-independence development of science ÉduúKWaíáon= in Botswana, 
Lesotho, Swaziland and Zimbabwe. The prescnt problems in science education in South AfêáúKWa=are then 
analysed, and possible ways forward are suggested in the light uf the case studies prescnted. 
'!'he dilemma facing the country is how to satisfy the demand for science education foral! in the face of 
íÉachúêI= infra-structural and general pcrson-power shortages. Th!S ts particularly íhú=case at senior 
secondary lcvcl whne the resources for science education are much more costly. 
Science education in South Africa 
South A frica has been seized by a general educational crisis for more than 15 years, 
and at this time of political change it may be useful to highlight three aspects of this 
CriSIS: 
• the breakdown of the education system for blacks;• 
• a general mismatch of labour supply and dcmand; 
• enormous expectations of the changing política! dispensation. 
Schooling has ceased to function in many areas, whether through destruction of 
school buildings, collapse of discipline, problems of low teacher morale, or sheer 
decay. 
The long-term skilled person-power needs are, irrespective of widely different 
political viewpoints (sce, e.g., Arndt 1990a and Kraak 1989), assessed to befar in 
excess of the output of the present system, independent of racial categorization. 
A hove all else, the political changes arising out of the decisions of 2 February 
1990, when the various liheration movements were unbanned by the South African 
government, have on the one hand raised expectations among the disenfranchised 
and, on the other, crystallized the fears of reverse domination among the ranks of the 
enfranchised. 
Whether it is argued that the key to developing an equitable society in South 
Africa is through redistribution, or through economic growth alone, there is 
agreement that the technological future of the country depends ínter alia on 
• We use thc terms 'black' and 'white' reluctantly. 
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